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This Invention relates to dispensers for um with

aerosol containers which contain asdlcaweats for

3 inhalation therapy, are pressurised vitb liquid

propellents, end irrlT?* e catering valve through which e

series of netered nedicanent doses can be dispensed.

*

Inhalation actlvetabie dispensers for use vitb

10 aerosol aeseshl Us of the type described above

ere known, their general purpose being to afford proper

co-ordination of the dispensing of e dose of nedicanent

with the Inhalation of the patient thereby allowing the

BjxlBgB proportion of the dose of nedicaaent to be drawn

15 into the patient*a bronchi*! passages. Exanples of such

dispensers are described in British Patent Specification

HOB. 1,269,5m, 1,333,378, 1,392,192 and 3.061,116 end

United States Patent Boa. 3,456,644, 3,456,645,

3,456,646, 3,565,070, 3,598,294, 3,814,297, 3,605,738,

20 3,733,864, 3,636,949, 3,789,843 and 3,187,748 and Ceroan

Patent Ho. 3,040,641.
' European Patent Bo. 147028 disclosesM inhalation

act!vatable dispenser for nse with an aerosol container

in vbicb a latch releasing wane Is pivotally

25 noented in an air passage between an aerosol outlet valve

and a Bouthpiece, which letch nerhnnlsn cannot be

released if force to ectivatatha dispenser is not

applied before a patient inhales.

The dispenser generally conprises a housing having a

30 oouthpieee and an air passaga therethrough terminating at

the soathplece, the boosing being adapted to receive en

aerosol container, said dispmnar having a support block

with a socket adapted to receive the eten of the valve of

the aerosol container sod a through orifice iti.i millrating

35 between the socket end the air passage, end leech eeans

having parts covabla between an engaged position in which

2

novaaant of the container and the support block toward

each other upon the application of a force to bias the

container end the support block toward each other is

5 prevented end e release position in which moveBsnt of the

rrmtMrwr end the support block toward each other in

response to said force is pernitted causing the stan to

nova to its inner discharge position, the latch Beans

comprising a vane oounted in the boosing in the air

10 passageway between the orifice and the Bouthpiece for

Bovenent toward the Boothpiece under the Influence of

lnhaletion through the —*-*rtmr~ to release the latch

seans In which the vane novas toward the nosthpieee frea

a blocking to e non-blocking position vitb respect to the

15 passageway in response to inhaling at the aouthpiace and

releases the latch Beans only during the application of

said force to bias the container end auppuit block toward

each other.

This t«iM?i^ < *"* device has been received favesrebly

20 by patients and doctors since it not only overceaas the

hand-long co-ordination problen bat it does so at » vary

low triggering flow-rate (approximately 30 litres/ainnte)

essentially eilently, and with a very connect design

barely larger than a standard inhaler. It is necessary

25 to annually prine the inhalation device with e lever to

apply the bias to the container prior to ose.

U.S. potent Bo. 4.648,39) disciones en electrically-

operated netered-dose inhaler in which a oechanlcal valve

blocking Deans is withdrawn by the actios of a solenoid

30 seving in response to the closing of a switch; the switch

censtitijtes en electromechanical breath-actuation neens

which nrTr"n*" to inhalation by the patient. The

disclosed device relies entirely upon scchanleal pricing

of the device by application of force to e spring.

33 BO87/04354 discloses a pedicel dosing device for the

discharge of nedlcanent for Inhalation which en. -pr ises a
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handheld holder for a Dedieine container froa which

medicine is discharged via a valvo into an air channel

for inhalation controlled by operation of an activation

5 dovlea. The valve la operationally connected with a

control unit arranged on initiation of the activation

device to control the discharge valve for Intornittent

opening and dosing repeatedly within an inhalation

period. The control unit la an electronically

10 controlled unit which activates ah electrically

controlled discharge valve.

It is an object of the present invention to provide

an inhalation device for one with a pressurised aerosol

container equipped with a catered dose dispensing valve

15 which does not require annual actuation for firing the

valve.
a

Therefore according to the present invention there

is provided an inhalation device for use with a

20 pressurised aerosol canister containing a self-propelling

medicament composition equipped with a dispensing valve

having a sten movable relative to the:canister between a

dosed position end a dispensing position, the device

ceaprising e bousing for supporting said canister and

25 aaintaining the valve sten in a fixed position relative

to said housing in niaiuintcation with a patient port, the

device additionally comprising electromechanical neans

for aovlag said canister thereby actuating the dispensing

valve for administration of aedlcanont.

30 the invention provides an inhalation device which

reaovea the need for the patient to manually actuate the

aerosol valve by utilising oloctroaechanJ ral neons, e.g.,

an electric motor or solenoid, to apply the required

load for valve actuation to the aerosol canister or its

35 associated valve ferrule, the provision of

electromechanical neons of valvo actuation constitutes a

significant benefit for thoss patients, generally

children, the elderly and infirm, vho nay experience

difficulty in annually firing an aerosol valve. A
5 conventional aerosol valve generally requires a force of

froa 18 to 35K to effect actuation. In a preferred

embodiment of the invention the oiagtTwu^i^ni-^t neans

is associated with breath detection »nv such that the

aerosol valve is actuated automatically during inhalation

10 by the patient, thereby overcoming any problem

associated vith petient band-lung co-ordination.

the electroaechanlcal neans actuates the aerosol

valve by applying a load either directly or indirectly to

the aerosol canister or its associated valve ferrule

15 whilst the valve sten is held stationery, applying the

load to the canister la this way, rather than to the

valve sten, has the inportant advantage of fceepiag the

support block which bouses the spray exit orifice

stationary thereby obviating the need to nova the

20 aouthpiece in m* mnn with the support Mftffk during

actuation to ensure that the medicament is always

- dispensed to the eaae area in the aouthpiece and that

dosage reproducibility is efficient.

An electric notor nay be used to apply the load to

25 the canister by canorous different arrangements. For

exaaple, the notor any drive through a worn gear attached

to a threaded component which acta directly on the base

of the aerosol canister. Actuation of the notor in one

direction causes advance of the threaded component aaving

30 the aerosol canister to actuate the valve. In other

embodiments of the invention one or aore internedlata

linkages are provided to achieve greater sectanleal

advantage. For exaaple, a lever which is driven vie a

worn gear, a can or suitable gear train nay be utilised

35 to apply the load to the canister.
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Alternatively, the electroaechanlcal neans nay be In

the fare of e solenoid which nay be used to epply load

directly to the aerosol canister or via an internedlate

linkage to provide nechenlcnl advantage in a similar

Banner to the linkages associated with an electric notor.

After actuation of the valve, the valve cast be

reset by returning the mnlster to its original position,

the valve say be reset by returning the electrcnechaaical

to its original position and allowing the aerosol

to Dove under the influence of an internal

spring within the valve, which is conventionally

incorporated in all coneercielly available petered dose

aerosol valves. In one embodiment of the invention the

dispenser additionally caaprises neans for subsequently

resetting the valve which nay be operated by an electric

notor or solenoid to drive the aerosol canister beck to

its rest position, the motor or solenoid nay

conveniently be the sane as that used for valve

actuation, the use of such reset means reduces the

dependence upon the internal spring within the aerosol

valve and accordingly, the valve nay he-provided with en

internal spring of reduced strength, coapared to those

conventionally employed, such that it need only be strong

enough to return the aerosol valve to the reset position

after pressure filling or function testing of the aerosol

vial during manufacture, the strength of the valve

spring is preferably selected so that a force of no

greater than about 15V is required to effect actuation of

the device coapared with e force of froa 10 to 359 for

conventional aerosol valves. Reducing the strength of

the valve spring reduces the fores required to actuate

the valve and, in turn, reduces the power requirements of
«

the notor or solenoid and the power end energy

requirements of the associated battery, thus, the use of

valves having weak valve springs is a significant

advantage in the design of pressurised inhalers having

electromagnetic valve actuation and reset, the use of

5 valves having weak springs and being reset by an electric

notor or solenoid requires the valve sten to be held in

position in the noxsla block.

Preferred Inhalation devices in accordance vith the

10 invention additionally emprise neans for detecting

Inspiration through the patient pert associated with

control neans for actuating the device on detecting of

inspiration, such a breath actuation neans nay

a ainple pivoted vane which am
33 switch when the patient inhales

or nay comprise other means for detection of inhalation,

e.g., based upon change in temperature or pressure which

provides e signal used to initiate activation of the

clcctraaechaalcal neans to activate the valve. Other

20 suitable neans for detection of include flow

sensors e.g. these which aeasttre the speed of rotation of

a turbine in the air stream.

Suitable inhalation devices are disclosed in our co-

pending British Patent Application of

25 •inhalation Device" and rroprii

device for adnlnistratlon of medicament in the foro of

eerasolised fine particles or droplets of liquid or

suspension to the respiratory eyeten of a petient, the

device comprising a housing defining a chnnher in

30 communication vith a patient port in the fare of a

or nasal adaptor, m
for forcing an aerosol of medicament in the

to actuate the

33 flow rate during respiration through the patient port and

provides an electrical signal to the control neans vhlch
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varies continuously with sold flow rats, said electrical

signal being used by the control scans for oat or oore of

tba foilowing functions:

5 (i) to calibrate ths device such that the

Mdiesiisat aerosollsatioa nsens i« actuated at s precise,

pre-datermlaed flow rats,

(ii) to aonitor ens or nore of the following

10 (a) flow rats at different tinea during

respiration,

(b) rats of cbanga of flow rats during respiration,

(c) respired voluaa during respiration,

end activate the nedicanent aerosolisation neans when a

IS pre-detexnined inspiration parameter Is attained.

The eltwtrcnechanical breath actuated inhalers of

the invention ellainate the need for nanual actuation ox

prising of the device end avoid the need for a blocking

Bschaniaa to prevent firing of the valve which are

20 required in devices where the sachanisn is prined prior

to breath actuation. In the devices of the invention,

open detection-nf the start of inhalation, or the

ettainnent of ease inhalation paraneter, the motor or

solenoid la energised and the load inaediately applied

23 to the aerosol canister causing the aerosol valve to

firs.

The inhalation device of the invention nay also

include other electronic control features, e.g., to

provide en indication of the nuaber of doses dispensed or

30 remaining, or to control the dosage frequency. For

axanple, the device nay include electronic control

.such that ths aerosol valve cannot be fired for a

determined period of tine efter a dose has been dispensed

in order to ensure the patient doss not take a further

33 dose before the initial dose has bad tine to take effect.

The control neans nay also prevent dispensing

device If the patient has received the •"''I'rm nxmber of

doses within a pre-detemlned period of tine in order to

prevent patient overdose. In addition, the control neans

nay also prevent further dispensing from the device when

aer of doses indicated on a label bavs

thus preventing •tail off* probless

leading to reduced doses of nedieaaent being dispensed.

Since the electromechani cal neans would only be energised

10 upon denand if bo directed by the electronic control

means the possibility of valve actuation when not

permitted say be completely eliaineted by ensuring the

canister base and other internal cosponents are

Inaccessible, thereby preventing unauthorised patient

is tauparing etc.

The electronic control neans cay also control the

valve resetting to ensure that the valve is reset under

optinns conditions. Ideally, the valve should be reset

inaediately or shortly after valve actuation to ensure

20 the -device la set .ready for the next use. Guch

immediate resetting greatly reduces or el ininates the

possibility of vapour-flock fomation in the valve which

can occur if the valve is left in its fired state for a

significant length of tine or is allowed to reset when

23 the aerosol container is not held in the upright

position. In addition, the control neans for valve

resetting nay include a tilt-detection neans which

provides e warning to the patient to hold the container

vertically in order to prevent a vapour-lock occurring if

30 the valve is reset when the aerosol canister is tilted

and the liquid nedicanent therein Is not' in contact with

the valve.

The invention will now be described with reference -

to the acccapanying drawings in which:

33 Figures 1 to 8 represent schenatlo dlagrans of

inhalation devices in accordance with the invention and.
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figures 9 and 10 represent side and front

respectively through an inhalation device in

with the invention.

Each of figures 1 to a illustrate en inhalation

device comprising a housing (2) having a patient port (4)

in the torn of a mouthpiece. The device

nossle block {«) which is fixed reletlve to

a pressurised aerosol vial comprising an.

canister (0) eguipped with e valve having e valve

ten (10) is enclosed within the housing and arranged

bbcb that the valve stea (10) Is firmly secured within

the nestle block (6) . Bovenent of the aerosol ranInter

(«) in ths downward direction causes actuation of the

valve dispensing nedicanent through the nossle block (6)

into the nouthpiece (4) for inhalation by the patient.

Zn any of the inhalers shown in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4

and 3 the ootor could have associated with it a gearbox.

Referring to figure l the electrcnechaaical neans

for novlng the aerosol canister (B) to fire the valve

conprUes e notor (12) attached to the housing (2) to

prevent rotation which rotates- a screw thread (14)

passing through e threaded epertnre on actuation lever

(16). activation of the notor rotates the screw thread

(14) causing ths actuation lever (16) to cove downwards

thereby novlng the eerosol canister (8) and firing the

valve (4). Vertical tranalational notion of the

fttloa lever (18) is ensured by two lugs (17). only

of which is shown, which engage cospliaentary

vertical slots (not shown) in the wall of bousing (2)

thereby preventing rotation in any plane.

The device additionally cenpriees e

thread (IB) passing through a thrrMrd epertuxe on a

valve reset am (20) extending beneath the valve ferrule,

flhen ths ester Is actuated to fire the valve the

(IB) is rotated causing downward novement of the

rbt/usvi/v.

10

era (20) to allow covenant of the aerosol mnl otor (8)

.

Rotation of reset am (20) is similarly prevented by two

interengaglng lugs/slots (not shown), when the valve is

reset the notor la rotated in the opposite direction

causing actuation lever (16) to return to its rest

reset era (20) is raised with the

(8) upwardly to its rest position.

The device nay be actuated by manual pressing of a

10 button (not shown) or by electrical inhalation detection

circuitry (net shown), actuation of the reset cycle may

be InlM-*—1 by nanual pressing of a reset button, by

electrical detection means which detects the cassation of

patient inspiration, by a switch

IS or closing of e mouthpiece cover

delay following actuation of the valve or Inaediately

after the device has fired, or a combination of the above

(e.g. preset delay after cessation)

.

The electxoaechanlcal neans for novlng the canister

20 of the device shown in figure 2 comprises a notor (22)

attached to the housing (3) to prevent rotation which

drives a screw (24) associated with*a combined actuation

driver (28) and reset era (28) . During actuation

rotation of tba screw (24) causes ths actuation driver

23 (26) to cove downwardly causing corresponding novenent of

the eerosol f»^" to fire the valve. Rotation of the

conbiasd actuation driver/reset am is prevented by logs

(29) which engage conpliaentary vertical slots or grooves

in the wall of the housing. The reset am (28) noves

30 with the actuation driver and the valve is reset by

driving the notor in reverse, actuation of the valve and

iy be initiated by similar aea

with reference to Figure 1.
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91th reference to Figure 3, the olcctrcnochanlcal

naans (or noving the aerosol canister euaprisss a motor

(10) attached to the bousing (1) to prevent rotation

3 which drives a screw (32) —eclated with a coablnod

actuation driver (34) end reset an (36) which are

positioned either side of the valve ferrule (38) and are

prevented free rotating with the serai

is activated to rotate the screv (33)

10 driver (34* and xeeet era (36) nova downwardly causing

Dovcacnt of the aerosol canister (8) to fire the valve.

The sotox is then driven in reverse, r*turning the

actuation driver end reset an to the rest position

causing upward novenent of the canister (B) to reset the

IS valve. Alternatively, the reset an (36) nay be

ellnlnated, both valve actuation and reset being

perforosd by driver (34) . Actuation of the firing and

resetting cycles of the valve nay be arranged as

dlecussed with reference to Figure 1.

30 Referring to Figure 4, the electrcnoehenlcal Beans

for saving the canister Is similar to that shown in

• Figure 3 and comprises a ncttar (40) , screw (43)

,

actuation driver (44) acting en the valve ferrule (40)

and a reset lever (40) which is connected to the

35 actuation driver (44) at pivot (47) . Two logs (45) are

provided to Prevent rotation of the actuation driver (44)

as described above for the device shown In Figure 1. The

valve firing and resetting cycles operate as described

with reference to Figure 3.

30 The electrenechanlcal Deans for saving the aerosol

canister in the device shown in Figure S comprises a

noter (SO) having a shaft (S3) which is attached to a can

(94) . The surface of the can (34) acts on actuation

driver (56) such that when the can is rotated the

IS actuation driver is caused to cove downwardly, lr turn

causing down sovenent of the aerosol canister (8) to fire

the vslve. Stop (57) on the can and stop (SB) on the

actuation driver are provided to halt rotation of the

when the required uovenent of the aerosol canister has

S been ceapleted. Alternatively, a stepper Deter could be

used, thereby possibly obviating the need for a separata

de-energising switch. The stops say act as a switch to

de-energise the enter. The valve reset la achieved by

driving the noter In reverse end either coving the

10 canister upwards or allowing the aerosol canister to wove

upwardly under the influence of the internal spring of

the aerosol valve.

Referring to Figure 6 the oloctroaocbanlcal Deans

far coving the aerosol canister (8) casprlses a solenoid

IS (60) and a plunger (63) connected to a conblned ectnatlon

driver (64) and reset am (66) which act on either side

of the valve ferrule (67) . aben the solenoid is

energised the plunger noves downwardly causing downward

sovenent of the actuation driver, valve reset ana end

20 aerosol canister causing the valve to fire, the solenoid

Is de-energised and the plunger returns to its rest

"position under' the • influence of the solenoid return

spring causing upward sovenent of the actuation driver,

valve reset an and aerosol canister to its rest

23 position.' alternatively, the reset an (66) aay be

ellnlnated, both valve actuation and reset being

performed by driver (64) . The firing and reset cycles of

the valve nay be Initiated in the Banner described with

reference to the device illustrated in Figure 1.

30 Referring to Figure 7, the electrancchanlcaJ means

for coving the aerosol canister (8) cenprlees a solenoid

(70) having a plunger (73) connected to an actuation an
(74) at pivot (75). actuation am (74) pivots about (77)

• to act on the base of the aerosol canister (8) thereby

35 generating BBchanjcaJ advantage. X reset en (78) le

to end (76) of the plunger at pivot (79) and to

WO 92/07600
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the device bousing et (81) . When the device is actuated

by energising the solenoid the plunger (72) noves

downwardly polling the actuation lever (74) which In turn

5 causes downward Dovenent of the aerosol canister (8)

firing the valve. The two pivot points (77, 81) en

chosen so that the reset am (78) noves downwardl]

the ectnatlon cycle allowing free novenent of the

canister and when the solenoid is de-energised the

10 plunger returns to its rest position causing upward

sovenent of the actuation lever (74) end reset am (7B)

cawing the aerosol r"'"**" (8) to Its rest position

thereby resetting the valve. The initiation of the valve

firing cycle oay be conffiirted es described with refi

13 to toe device illustrated in Figure l.

Referring to figure 8 the elc

for coving the aerosol canister (8) coapriees e solenoid

(80). plunger (B3) which la connected to can (84) by a

pivoted linkage (86). The can (64) rotates about (83) to

20 act en en actuation driver (88) which is positioned at

the base of the aerosol canister (6). Hhen the solenoid

is energised, the plunger noves upwardly and the pivoted

linkage (88) causes the can (64) to rotate pushing the

actuation driver (88) downwardly causing novenent of the

33 aerosol canister (8) to fin the valve. Hhen the

solenoid Is de-cnergi*** and the plunger returns to its

rest position causing rotation of the can to its rest

position the aerosol canister (8) and the ectnatlon

driver (88) am coved upwardly under the Influence of the

30 Internal spring of the aerosol valve.

Figure 9 shows an inhaler (100) with e hinged

nostfaplece cover (103) which can be opened to reveal e

patient port in the faro of e southpieee (104). The

nouthpiee. has attached" to it . nettle block (106) and

33 the seuthpieee/nossle block an renewable for cleaning

into the nosale block is the valve stea

(108) of e noterod dose inhaler (110) . The

inhaler will be referred to es an EDI. The valve stea is

B prevented free noving down with respect to the nosale

block by a snail projection (112) famed as part of the

nosale block. Boesver, them is sufficient specs (114)

in the nosale block to allow the renainlng parts of the

valve (116) to travel downwards during the action of

10 'firing' the M&Z.

The holes (122) in the rear of the device

air inlets when the patient inhales on thi

The battery (124) can be arressed through a

(US) in the back of the device.

15 Root of the electronic ccaponents of the device en
on e circuit board (128) , this could take the fom of e

printed circuit board or, to save space, an ASIC for

example (i.e. en application specific integrated

circuit).

20 Figure 10 shows a front section of the firing

nochanlsB in son detail. The can (130) takes the fom
of e short cylindrical block counted eccentrically

the output spindle (132) of a reduction gearbox (114),

The can is counted within a bousing (136) which is

25 to nova up and down with respect to the KM. The can and

housing am preferably aade free slnilar naterials to

ninlnise wear.

A d.c. noter (138) , which could be continuous or of

the 'stepper' type, is counted onto the gearbox bo that

30 the notox output drives the gears (not ahown) . The gears

en arranged such that the angular velocity of the actor

(typically around 13000 rpn) is reduced to give one

revolution in approximately 0.3 t/> 0.5 seconds, also

attached to the gearbox is e nlcro-sviteh (140), with its

35 actuator en (143) resting on the top of the housing

(126).
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The whole of the firing nwtmnlsn la attached to the

body of the device (144) by four ten*Ion springs (146 to

149) which are attached at on* and to o crosm-member

(150) which boars dovn on tha gearbox and at tha otbar

and to tha device body.

Ttm operation of tha davlea vlU new ba described.

Tha patient mast first shaXa tha device to mix the

contents of tha aaroaol can and Boat ensure that tha

xwor la open and tha air Intakes era clear,

lbs patient Inhales en tha mouthpiece, setting op a

flow of air Into tha Intakes (122) and through the enpty

region (152) of tha Inhaler, the air travels through

channels in tha nossla block to either slda of tha spray

outlet and thereafter out through the aoutbpleea. (The

nazile block (106) forms a sufficiently good seal with

the nain body of the device that the preferential path

for tha air Is from the Intakes to tha eouthplecs)

.

tfettst still inhaling, tha patient must press a

switch (not shown) to operate the electro-mechanical

firing mechanism. When the switch is depressed the motor

is sade to turn until the cam has -Bade -one eosplate

revolution. As tha can turns, it presses downwards on

tha housing (136) which in turn presses down on the base

of the aaroaol can. Since the valve stem cannot move

with respect to the noxtte block, which la attached to

the body of tha device, the net result is that the valve

stem Is pushed op into the aerosol can thereby firing the

KM and releasing medicament in tha normal way.

when the can returns to the top of its travel the

housing contacts the actuator (142) of the oicro-ewitcb

(140) , sending a signal to the electronics to stop the

35

The diameter of the cam and the point at which It Is

nounted, are arranged such that at tha bottom of its

travel the cam has caused the valve to be compressed by

sore than the w< "<wm> amount necessary to properly fire

the HDX. In ease the can la arranged such that the valve

compression would exceed the maximum permitted travel,

5 the whole of the firing mrrhnnlrm can lift, against tha

action of the four springs, to ensure that the cam Is

always able to make a full rotation without stalling,

thus, the strength of the springs must be arranged so

that, when acting in unison, they are sufficiently strong

10 to allow the valve to compress normally without

extending, but sufficiently weak' as to allow the

nechaaiaa to lift if the valve ,bottems out*.

In a preferred variation of this embodiment the

device would be made breath activated by Incorporating a

IS suitable flow sensor into the space (152) . in this case

the patient would press a button to torn the electronics

on, - or a switch could be Incorporated in the mouthpiece

cover and the electro^-mechanlcal firing mechanism would

then be operated automatically as soon as the appropriate

20 triggering flow rate or inhalation parameter was

detected. Suitable breath sensors are disclosed In the

prior art referred to herein and In our oo-pending

British Patent Application So. 9023282.6 and the PCT

Application of even date based thereon,

25 of which are incorporated herein by ret
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1. an inhalation device for use with e pressurised

eeresol canister containing a self-propelling medicament

composition equipped with a dispensing valve having a

stem movable relative to the canister between a closed

position and a dispensing position, the device

comprising a bousing for supporting said canister and

aalataining the valve stem In e fixed position relative

to said housing In communication with a patient port,

device additionally comprising electromechanical means

for moving said canister thereby actuating the dispensing

valve for administration of medicament.

1. an Inhalation device aa claimed in Claim 1 in which

the dispensing valve la a metered dose dispensing valve,

j. an inhalation device as claimed In daia 1 or Claim

2 In which the electromechanical means for moving the

aerosol canister comprises an electric motor or solenoid

connected by a driver arrangement to an actuation driver

which acts on the aerosol canister or valve ferrule to

aove tha aerosol canister whan the electric motor or

solenoid Is energised.

4. a device as claimed in Claim 3 in which the driver

arrangement comprises a screw.

5. a device as claimed in Clain 3 in which the drii

6. a device as claimed in any preceding Claim which

additionally comprises a reset Bomber which acts on the

aerosol canister or valve ferrule, the reset nember being

driven by an electric motor or solenoid or solenoid

aprlng to return the aerosol canister to a reset position

closing the dispensing valve.

7. A device as claimed In Claim 6 in which the electric

otor or eolenoid or solenoid spring driving the reset

member is the electric motor or solenoid or solenoid

spring driving the actuation driver.

0. k device aa claimed in Claim 6 or Claim 7 cumprlelng

control means to actuate the valve reset member after

fixing the valve.

9. a device as claimed In dales 6 to 6 which

additionally comprises Indicating means to prevent valve

If the canister is not substantially vertical or to

the patient to hold the canister In e substantially

vertical poeitioa.

10 10. a device ea claimed in any one of Claims 6 to 9 In

which the dispensing valve conprleee e spring biasing the

valve stem to the closed position, the strength of the

spring being selected so that a force of no greater than

15* Is required to effect actuation of the device.

IS 11. A device as claimed in any preceding claim which

additionally cosprises Beans for detectlog patient

Inspiration through the patient port and control means

for actuating the elect »-w-|k»»™«>*»i means for moving the

aerosol -mt-»*^ in response to detection of patient

20 Inspiration.

12. A device as claimed In any preceding Clain which

additionally r~rrrr1"r- control means to control the

dosage frequency by preventing actuation of the

electromechanical means for a predetermined period of

25 time after dispensing e dose or e number of doses of

medicament *

13. A device as claimed In any preceding Clain which

additionally comprises control means to prevent actuation

of the electromechanical means after e

30 number of doses of medicament have

device es claimed in any14. Claim

35

with a dispensing valve.*

15. x method of administering e modi

aerosol device as claimed In Claim 14.

using an
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